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California Society of the Sons of the Revolution – Eagle
Chapter
The “Eagle” Chapter Chronology, for the Chapter Continues
from the June meeting through July, which were successful
and challenging!
CHRONICAL VOLUME 1 NUMBER-June-July
2018
Some Websites NSSAR–www.sar.org;
CASSAR – www.californiasar.org;
www. Americanrevolution.org
Eagle Chapter – www.sareagle.org; DAR –www.dar.or

A Chronicle for the Eagle SAR Chapter of the CA. State Society
of the Sons of the American Revolution –

Our next meeting will be held at the Pala Mesa Resort in its
Fireside room, at 2001 Old Highway 395 (just off I-15 Scenic
--

Corridor in Escondido, California, 9 AM August 4th . We had
black out for the month of July Our presentor will be made
by our fellow compatriot and web master, David Ott who
volunteered to speak on the “Boston Tea Party.”
OUR HISTORY, YOUR STORY, YOUR AWARDS AND YOUR
MEMBERSHIPS IN THE EAGLE SAR CHAPTER, IS YOUR HISTORY –
Histories are not ours. They belong parly to those who created them and
partly to the generations of people who follow us. Somewhere in time,
events, people and wars, from the past ultimately moves
forward toward into the present and into the future, but to
be ignorant of what occurred before we are born is always
to remain as children, ignorant, for what is worth current
fabric , unless it is woven from the learning of the past by
records of history, or else the foundation and roots are lost,
and the present may be without protection and the future
become vulnerable to errors, , mistakes, reversals,
repetition of failures, skips from success, loss of
understandings and wisdom. History is protection against
repeating failures of the past and losses of information,
practices, and findings, for future successes . History is
prologue to the future. The farther back we investigate into
the past, the further forward you may see into the future.
Having history in your understanding is like having wind at
your back as you move toward the future. Back to the Future of
and its earlier Historical Simultudes provides a Facinating Story of
Historical Forerunners. History begins with a Creation from Early
forerunners foward to the Present and toward the Future. The
Development of history acknowledges early historical Similitudes
toward the Present Condition and forward to the Future.To
acknowledge history consists observing an on-going series of

--

historical happenings and Early Similitudes. by WayneJerome

Rogers
Resurection of a Non Culturable Culture in a
Reversible Inhibition of a fading American
Revolution and its Purpose in a significant
changing culture, is the question with a rising
reality that, in part, wants to separate itself from
the Constitution, yet which is willing to give
special sanctuary and citizenship rights to non
citzens. What’s it all about? unable to develop in a
standardized culture. If we are draftable, are they?
Do they have to meet the same security clearances
as we? If we pay social security taxes, do they? If
we pay income tax, do they? If we vote, do they? If
we pledge allegiance to the United States, do
they? Everything changes, but real (legalbackground ) history must remain the same. If the

more things change, then the more it must remain
the same. If you do not know about what the past
was before you were born, you remain a child,
separate and remain uneducated and uninvolved.
Remembrance : remember all the Wars and Social
Changes that have created this country. Fly your
American Flag; participate in parades, patriotic
activities and events. And Do not Forget -remember
the American Revolution, and the Consiitution.
There is more to the Universe than just our ways.
When will all people’s good, for each person’s rule,
be like a shaft of light, across this universe and
our consciousness? When we are free and fulfill our
citzenship, under our convenant to the Constitution
of the United States.
--

But until then, we can only suspend our disbelief in
a democracy that remains unfinished.
by wayne jerome rogers
- \There is a certain enthusiasm in liberty, that makes human nature rise
above itself, in acts of bravery and heroism. ( Alexander Hamilton )
- .
-*
Per President John Huegel reminded us to wear red, white aund blue for the 4th
of July. He also indicates Bruce Plummer’s active may win the Colonel Locke
award this coming year for new members. Per Bruce Plummer , genealogy
should bring some skills and talents to formulating the next Census.
Genealogists are equipped to analyze, apply deductive reasoning, ferret out
missing data to aid in the final compilation of census data.The Colonel Locke
award has been won by Wayne Rogers previously, with several new members.
“We have been told that our Struggle has loosened the bands of Government
everywhere… that schools and colleges were grown turbulent .. that Indians
slighted their guardians.. but your letter was the first Intimidtion that anotherTribe
more numerous and powerful than all the rest weregrown discontented”- from
John Adams to his wife Abigail ,April 14, 1776
A panel discussion on Lineage Societies at the Temecula Valley Genealogical
Society – by Our Compatriot Steve Wright
Friday 22 June at 10:00 am at the Ron Roberts Temecula Library, this meeting was
a part of the 4th Friday education series for the Temecula Valley Gen’l Society
(TVGS). The participants are as follows;
Bonnie Hayosh – DAR- Lusiena Chapter
Laurice Johnson - Daughters of Union Veterans, DAR
Wayne Rogers – Genealogist and Board of Director of the Sons of the Revolution
of the State of California; Past President of the California Association of the
Society of the Cincinnati, Past President of the SAR-Riverside and Eagle Chapters;
Past CA Commander of the Military Order of Loyal Legions of the United States
--

(MOLLUS) and Sons of Union Veteran of the United States, Past CA Governor for
the Order of Founders and Patriots of the United States of America, Past
President of the Calif. Society of the National Huguenot Society, Society of
Mayflower Descendants , Regeant of the Descendant of California Pioneers, and
so on,,,,,,,,,
Steve Wright – SAR and Panel Leader
While we are contending to our own liberty, we should be very
cautious not to violate the rights of conscience in others, ever
considering that God alone is the judge of the hearts of men and to
him only in the case they are answerable. George Washington, letter
to Bendict Arnold, Sept 14m 1775
CASSAR EAGLE CHAPTER
Thoughts for July 4th
Saturday,
Presented by Wayne Rogers
The purposes of the Sons of the American Revolution
memory of Revolutionary Patriots
fellowship of descendants
reverence for the principles of government founded by our fore founders
historical research of the American revolution
preserving the records of the Revolutionary War Patriots
marking locations of the Revolution
celebrating Anniversaries of the Revolution (e.g. 4th of the July)
fostering Patriotism Maintaining and extending the institutions of the American
Freedom
carrying out the purposes of the Preamble of the Constitution

--

following the injunctions of Washington’s farewell address to the American
People
Verily verily – Obtain a knowledge of History, before it is too Late to Save!.
by WayneJerome Rogers
Factual History is disappearing, as books, cultures, demographics, education,
generations, memories, religions, traditions and purposes, and times are
changing.
To save American Revolution history, The Society of Cincinnati, the oldest
American Veterans and Patriot organization, has implemented the American
Revolution institute, which is open to both men and women, to all Americans to
save American Revolutionary History against those who would want to take down
statutes, names of roads, schools, towns, images on American bills, etc. of
American Patriots from the Revolutionary War.
The future is unknoweable, but the past give us hope-Winston Churchill
History cannot give us a programfor the future, but it can give usa fuller
understanding of our selves and our common humanity, so that we can better
face the future.
The farther back in history you can go, the furrther forward you may see the
future. Winston Churchill
The greatest historian should be a great moralist. Able to paint for the life of
plain people the ordinary man and women of the times of which he writesTheodore Roosevelt= Past masters. .
The study of history would be meaningless if it did not have an ultimately
religious significance and religious goal- Arnold ‘Toynbee
Indeed the general tendency of reading good history must be, to fix in the minds
of youth deep impressions of the beauty and usefulness of virtue of all kinds.

MINUTES OF A REGULAR MEETING HEL
D ON

--

Saturday, 2nd June 2018
The last regular meeting of the CASSAR Eagle Chapter was held on Saturday, 2nd
Junw 2018 at the Pala Mesa Resort, Fallbrook, California. There were 23
attendees, including President of Red, White and Blue CAR chapter.
Since as usual, no one took my photo at the meeting, I decided to do selfies.
Attendees recited the Pledge of Allegiance to the American Flag and the SAR
Pledge.

Everything must be what its own Qualities Determine. Congratulations, A new
SAR Couple, Groom- Bill Dickerson and and with flowers for new Bride Helen
Murphy Dickerson

--

Bob Anderso and Bill Bishop-standing Two of our original Founders of Eagle Chapter.!!!

Wow, Flowers (Fleurs) for Helen Murph Dickerson for a very Great and
Unforgettable Presentation!

--

Compatriots- John Huegel and John Murphy -Americana-Red White and Blue
ow for Helen Murph Dickerson for a very Great and Unforgettable Presentation!

Installation of New Member John Murphy by Pres John Huegel

--

l
Webmaster
and Musket Expert DaveOtt,a real straight shooter if you know what I mean, Bang
Bang!!, Keep it up Dave! The best is yet to come.

--

Fellow compatriot Steven Wright, Introducting Judith Brooks President of the
Red, White, and Blue Children of the American Revolution (CAR)

--

Ed Stutler announcing his Patriots. Our Compatriot Ed Stutler, originally from
West Virginia and descendant from many patriots form originally Virginia.

--

Our new member provider, Registrar and Genealogist Bruce Plummer announcing
new prospective members and referrals.
--

Ed McCullum and his wife Mary-Anne . Better than the usual and no worse than
they average, a superb couple.
Miscellaneous
What matters our compatriots with potential revolutionary ancestors.

--

Bob Anderson and Ed Morris
Talking

--

Red White and Blue: Bill and Hellen Dickenson, Ed and Julia Morris, and Carol and Robert Anderson

n

--

Helen Murph Dickinson with flags and red, white, and blue, and bouquet of flowers

Stev Wright and his wife, Karen

--

Our secretar(ies): Faye and Bill Bishop. You look greast!

--

Steve Wright and wife Karen (center) and Ed Morris (right) with new CAR
President., Judith Brooks (left)

President Huegel presenting the SAR Flag Certificate to the Pala Mesa Resort,
represented by Managers Rogelio Morales and Julia Cort
CASSAR EAGLE CHAPTER

--

MINUTES OF A REGULAR MEETING HELD ON
Saturday, June 2, 2018

The regular meeting of the Eagle Chapter was held on June 2, 2018 at the Pala
Mesa Resort in Fallbrook, California with 23 members and guests present.

Chaplain Wayne Rogers gave the invocation. Attendees recited the Pledge of
Allegiance to the American Flag and the SAR Pledge. No uniforms were worn to
the meeting.

All were welcomed by the President John Huegel, who then recessed the meeting
for breakfast.

When the meeting reconvened, the President called for introductions by each
member of himself, his Revolutionary patriot and his guest at the meeting.

The President reminded everyone of the Silent Auction for the donated items.
He then recognized Helen Murphy Frederick for the excellent presentation she
had given on the Hewick Plantation by presenting her with a bouquet.

The minutes of the previous meeting were approved.

Other Officer Reports:
Treasurer Bob Martin reported the bank account balance is $3,383.76 at
the end of the month after deposits and expenses.
Vice President Wayne Rogers reported the end of the annual competition
of the newsletter had occurred. He had included in the newsletter the passing of
--

member Benjamin Hall, and that he, Kebelmans and Bishops had attended the
viewing prior to the funeral. Wayne also reported on the Memorial Day
ceremony at Riverside National Cemetery.
Wayne also reported on the Eagle Scout presentations he had made; he
stated he would like to give a Good Citizenship Award for a retiring Marine.
Registrar Bruce Plummer reported the chapter had a new member, John
Murphy.
He reported on the progress other prospective members were making on their
applications for membership.

The marriage of Helen Murphy and Bill Frederick was announced and they were
presented a card of good wishes from the Chapter, along with a bouquet of white
roses.

New member John Murphy was installed by President John Huegel and Registrar
Bruce Plummer, presenting the SAR Rosette.

Steve Wright introduced guest Judith Brooks who works with a C.A.R. Chapter.
She would like to see Eagle Chapter interact with the members of the C.A.R.
Chapter to encourage their participation in various projects. It was decided the
Eagle Chapter newsletter would be sent to Judith Brooks so the C.A.R. Chapter
could see what activities they might be interested in participating.

The President presented the SAR Flag Certificate to the Pala Mesa Resort,
represented by Managers Rogelio Morales and Julia Cort.

NSDAR Monserate Chapter – Carol Anderson reported the Chapter had put
together a book of the many activities in which the Chapter had participated and
she brought the book to the meeting to be shown.

--

Luiseño Chapter – Fay Bishop reported the Chapter would be giving a special
award to an entry in the July 4th parade; her Chapter would not be having an entry
but the City had agreed to have the SAR Color Guard lead the parade. Wayne
Rogers was informed so that he would have the opportunity to put a Color Guard
together

When David Ott was asked about the Chapter’s website, they looked at it in detail
about what it includes and should include, more specifically, the calendar of
events and how they think it should look. David stated new member John
Murphy had been assisting him and he was grateful. The discussion lasted some
time and it was decided it was important to get it worked out, so David Ott will
give his program on the Boston Tea Party at the next meeting.

Prior to this discussion, David Ott answered questions about firearms that had
been posed to him when he gave the first program on firearms.

There will not be a formal meeting in July since several members would be
participating in parades and other patriotic events.

The SAR Recessional was recited by the attendees and Chaplain Wayne Rogers
gave the benediction.

The President adjourned the meeting.

Respectfully submitted,

Bill Bishop, Secretary

Attendees:
--

Bob and Carol Anderson
Bill and Fay Bishop
Bill and Helen Frederick
John and Karen Huegel
Robert Martin
Ernie and Mary-Anne McCullough
Ed and Julia Morris
John Murphy
David Ott
Bruce Plummer and Anne Christy
Wayne Rogers
Ed and Jane Stutler
Steve and Karen Wright
Judith Brooks, C.A.R. guest

--

--

4thof July Parade – Temecula, California
Eagle Chapter did not get any assistance from the City as agreed to Luiseno DAR,
but but instead the chapter was given position 58 at the end of the parade.
Wayne Rogers was informed so that he would have the opportunity to put a Color
Guard together and lead the parade. This did not happen. Neither the Red,
White, and the Blue nor the Luiseno Trail CARs did not provide any youth or
leader to the Eagle Chapter; further , the Eagle Chapter Color Guard only had two
SAR members, and Wayne’s son and daughter carried its banner, other color
guard members were absent because of three traveling , two moving and a lack of
available color guard coat(s) . Tanya Gillack suggested that we not participate in
the parade without participants.
With Wayne’s over the 10 years participation with the Luiseno DAR Chapter, as
Riverside and Eagle Chapter representatives, this is the least number of color
guard members ‘ever’participating.

--

The Dual: Wayne Rogers and Jerry Sayre
Only Wayne Rogers and Jerry Sayre, past Chapter Presidents, were participating in
the 4th of July Parade in Temecula, California, with Wayne’s son and daughter
carrying the Eagle Chapter Banner.

Photo of Wayne carrying both Musket and American Flag, just in case Jerry did
not show up.

--

--

Daughter of the American Revolution (DAR Member) Margarette Rogers and
Wayne Rogers on 4th of July in Temecula. Margarette and my son Matthew
Rogers carried the Eagle SAR Banner

The Earliest American Bald Eagle is from the Society of the Cincinnati by Pierre
L’Enfant. If the farther back in the past you can see and investigate, may you see the
future. The future has no protection without the past. The future is unknowable, so the
only hope is in the past. One natural law I have learned in science is “Anything toxic in
small dose is stimulatory”, but general warning is that too much dose, it will become
toxic. In Democracy, everything must be what its own Qualities determine., unless it
leads to harm. If we were to allow Turkeys to be described within Eagles, this also would
be wrong

-

-The Cincinnati Eagle
-On June 19, 1783, the General Society of the Cincinnati adopted the Bald
Eagle as its insignia. This date was one day short of the one year after
Congress had adopted the Eagle as the seal of the United States. But, the
suggestion of the “: Bald” Eagle as the Cincinnati insignia was made by
Major Pierre L’Enfant, a French officer who joined the American Army in
1777, served in the Corps of Engineers, and later become a member of the
Society, and laid out Washington, DC. He noted, in making his
suggestion: "The Bald Eagle, which is peculiar to this continent, and is
distinguished from those of other climes by its white head and tail,
--

appears to me to deserve attention." In 1784, Major L’Enfant was
commissioned to design the eagle.
Memorial Day May 28th, 2018 at the Riverside National Cemetery

Memorial Day Event 2018

Opening Remarks and Emcee– by Wayne Rogers, Past
CA Governor of OFPA, Past Presidents of both Eagle & Riverside SAR Chapters, and CA
Commander of MOLLUS

--

Before and between each war, casualties were quoted , ring bell, fire muskets and this year
Wayne gave quotes on history between the wars

Color Guard- Post Colors by Color Guard by Past State Commander and Riverside
Chapter President Mark Kramer in place of Brian Stephens
The study of history would be meaningless if it did not have an ultimately religious
significance and religious goal- Arnold Toynbee
Invocation: was given by Art Ames Chaplain
The Pledge Allegiance: was given by Charles Gentis, Past Riverside SAR Chapter
President
Readings of Causalities of Each War: wa given by Wayne Rogers and talked about each

war and reads the number of casualties,
And then a bell is rung (by Chalain Art Ames); then Mark Kramer commands and
muskets are fired after indicating the number of causalities:
The future is uknoweable but the past should give us hope- Winston Churchill
He also said: the farther back you look into history, the further forward you may see into the
future.

--

Revolutionary War (175-1783)

4,435

Wreath in the Center

Indeed the general tendency of reding good history must be, to fix in the minds of youth
deep impressions of the beauty and usefulness of virtue of all kinds. Benjamin Franklin.
Concord and Lexington- the shots heard around the world
These are the times that try Men’s souls. Thomas Paine
To be prepared for war is one of the most effective means of preserving peace, George
Washington

--

War of 1812 (1812-1815)
2,260
Only 21 died in Orleans; more died in
Niagara & Northeast)- and the sacking of York, Canada
The Bible is the rock on which this Republic rests. Andrew Jackson
the operations of the federal government will be most extensive and important in times of
war and danger, those of the state governments – in times of peace and security – James
Madison
To illustrate the glory of his nation is one of the noblest offices of the historian- Washington
Irving
The Star Spangle Banner and…
We have met the enemy and they are ours Oliver Hazard Perry 1813

--

Indian Wars (1776-1898) Indian wars before 1860: 2969 total dead and our longest civil
war!
Andrew Jackson, you must pay the price if you wish to secure the blessing

Anyone who is tired of history is tired of life. Henry Steel Commanger in The Study of
history
William Henry Harrison, referring to the United States“ is one” of the fairest portions of the
globe to remain in a state of nature, the haunt of a few wretched savages, when it seems
destined by the creator to give support to a large population and to be the seat of civilization.
Indian wars after 1860 to 1898: total dead 832
Grand total: 3801 Indian wars after 1860 to 1898: total dead 832
Grand total: 3801
“Some men under the notion of weeding out prejudice, eradicate virtue, honesty, and
religion. Jonathan Swift

Mexican War (1846-1848)
13,283 - one of our peculiar wars (in part started with
Alamo, and independence of Texas 1836-37, prior to annexation to the United States)
“Although most Americans believed in Manifest Destiny , few could agree on exactly which
lands the United States was suppose to govern- Charles W. Carey

--

Mark Twain, God created wars so American’s would learn geography.

Civil War (1861-1865 (combined)

644,000-)- our most deadly war!

Gettysburg > 50,000 (nearly equivalent to
Vietnam that took 10-20 years to fight)
Abraham Lincoln, “America will never be destroyed from the outside, if we falter and lose
*our freedoms, it will because we destroyed ourselves.”
Lincoln “Without the assitance of that Divine Being- I cannot succeed, With that
assistance.. I cannot fail.”
Robert E Lee, It is good that war is so horrible or we might grow to like it
Mankind are so much the same, in all times and places, tht history informs us of nothing
new or strange in this particular. Its chief use is ony to discover
the constant and universal principles of human nature.- David
Hume

--

Spanish American War (1898-1901 &
2446- Battle of San Juan Heights >144)-our
shortest war?
“The greatest historian should be a great moralist… able to paint for us the lofe of plain
people, the ordinary men and women of the times of which he writes- Teddy Roosevelts to
Past masters.

Phillipine American War

(1899-1913)

4,196

Perhaps history should show us not how to control the world but how to enlarge deepen
and discipline ourselves- Gretel Erlich

--

World War I (1917-1918)

116,516 the war to end all wars

The organized study of history is, I believe, a powerful academic antidote to atomism, the
radical aloneness of so many people today. It introduces students (and adults) to
companions on a human journey, fellow travelers on the road. - Mary Beth Klee
And, “without real history we are all doomed. 78 million people subsequently died in
World War II throughout the World \

World War II

1941-1945)

405,399

The soldier above all others prays for peace forit is the soldier who must suffer and bear
the deepest wounds and scars of war- Douglas MacArthur.
We are going to have peace even if we have to fight for it- Dwight Eisenhower
--

In War You can only be killed once, but in politics, many times Winston Churchill
Per Axis powers-“it seems as if Americans like to be the center of attention even after they
are dead” They sure did not understand we are a nation under God, and believe in eternal
life.

Korean War (1950-1953)

36,574 (~17,000 outside of theater)

A nation without an idea of history is like a person without a memory. A victim of amnesia
who is lost the remembrance of things past is incapable of acting in the present. David
Hackett Fischer

Vietnam Conflict (1955-1975)

58,220

Mankind must put an end to war before war puts an end to mankind. – John Kennedy
“No event in American history is more misunderstood than the “Vietnam War. It was
misreported then, and it is mis- remembered now.” Richard Nixon
When will all people’s good,
--

for each person’s rule,
be like a shaft of light
across our consciousness and universe, written by wayne rogers during the Vietnam war ,

History cannot give us a full program for the future, but it can give us a fuller
understanding of ourselves and of our common humanity, so that we can better face the
future-unknown- anonymous
Persian Gulf War

(1990-1991)

383 , least causalties - our shortest war and victory

The past is prologue to the future. According to Steve Jobs. you cannnot connect the

dots in the future before you, without looking back in history at the dots behind
you, in order to interconnect.
Total of operation Iraqi Freedom, operation new Dawn, Operation Enduring Freedom and
Operation freedom Sentinet-6,920,
This was not an act of Terrorism, but it was an act of War- George Bush

Let us honor all those who have not shown up on these statistic and for those not included in
above wars or operations but who gave the greatest sacrifice

--

- Roughly 1,264,000 soldiers have died in the nation’s war. 620,00 in the civil war;
644,000 in all other conflicts , but also more
The Numbers above vary depending upon sources
The lesson of the Cold War is that against nuclear weapons, only nuclear weapons can hold
the peace- ChungMong -joon
I must study politics and war that my sons may have liberty to study mathematics and
philosophy. John Adams
People who take no pride in the noble achievement of remote ancestors will never achieve
anything worthy to be remembered with pride by remote descendants- Thomas Macaulay

It is time to remember that old wisdom our soldiers will never forget, that whether
we are black, brown, or white, we all bleed the same red blood of patriots, we all
enjoy the same glorious freedoms and we all salute the same great American Flagper our current president
Old soldiers never die they just faid away, Douglas MacArthur
--

No single thing abides, but all things flow, Fragment to fragment clings, the things
thus grow until we know and name them. By degrees they melt , and are no more
the things we know. Lucretitus on Life and Death
Per Plato, only the dead know war no more.l

If the past is prologue to the present and future, or in reverse, if the future is the
stuff of the past, then knowing the history becomes evident how important is
development of disciplines- Wayne Rogers, in his current writing History of his
specialization.

Color guard commander dismisses the color guard, retires the colors
Any Announcements: Riverside SAR President Mark Kramer
Benediction- Art Ames

--

Ajournment – Wayne Rogers with Chaplain Art Ames.
Photo of Contigency of Participants
This National Memorial Day Event is deemed a national color guard event.

LOCAL MEDAL OF HONOR WINNER
At this presenting site in the Riverside National Cemetery is a plaque
for local Medal of Honors Winners. Among the few is Staff Sergeant
Walter Ehlers, United States Army who graduated in the very same
class 1964, with Wayne J. Rogers from Park University in 1964.
Consequently Wayne is particularly pleased to present on Memorial
Day, beside the plaque honoring Staff Sergeant Walter Ehlers, US
Army. Wayne Rogers, past Eagle Chapter, President and Founder. May
28th, 2018. additionally, during wthe Vietnam War, Wayne J. Rogers did
part of a physical on Wayne J. Rogers, with identical name, who was
--

killed and died in the WAR, and is on the Vietnam Memorial War.
Americans admire wise people, but like Brave ones

.

A Passing: Unfortunately our Compatriot Benjamin Edgar Hall ,
NSSAR #189432 passed away; his daughter Tanya Gillick has been
past DAR Regeant ,current DAR District Director, and Senior State
President for CAR and his grandson Darren is a CAR President of the
DE AnzaTrail Society. We were unfortunately unable to create a Eagle

--

Chapter Color Guard for his burial at the Riverside National Cemetery,

but we honor and appreciate his service. Nevertheless, Frank and
Cookie Kebleman, Bill and Faye Bishop, and Wayne Rogers came to his
funeral site in Murrieta, California. May 25th, 2018. Benjamin Hall,
valued DAR and SAR so much, and were responsible for the reuniting
of him with his WWII father.

Wayne Rogers, for the Eagle Chapter emceed
Memorial Day event at the Riverside National Cemetery
The Eagle chapter has published monthly newsletters before its Charter, with
announcements of future meetings, photos of past events and other information on
--

our activitie s for the past 5 years. These could be found originally on the web site
americanrevolutioneagle.org but it requires a .pdf reader, but such is readily
available. Click Newsletters for copies. On the web site. The newsletter is written
and edited by Wayne Rogers
Some Food for thought for the change from Boy Scouts to Scouting that includes coeds, while
the World Scouting allows for alcohol and condums, and while the Duty To God Award is
being revised. What a combination, Yet, Years come and years go but still the hand of
memories weave. If the past is prologue to the future, there is hope. Which is why Winston
Churchill ‘s quote, is appropriate: The future is uknoweable but the past should give us hopeWinston Churchill. Nevertheless, the Phoenix obtains new life by arising from the ashes of its
predecessor.

This month I surprisingly received a flowered plant from a young girl
for my services as a veteran One,How would she know, and two, it is still
a culture shock to me from over 50 years ago. I have planted the
flowered plant in one of my pots in my back yard, along with an Egyptian
plant.

Revised Eagle Chapter Calendar of Activities and Events and
Happenings both Present and Past by VP Programs Wayne Rogers. The
following list of events and activates is provided to assist Eagle
Chapter compatriots and their family members in the planning of
personal calendars for hereditary patriotic events. If you have an
activity you would like to add to this list, please me at rogerwayne1@hotmail.com
MONTH

DATE/DAY/Time

January . 2018

1 st Saturday

January 20th

3rd Saturday

--

E

ACTIVITY or Events

Installation of Officers and Videos of Parades.
Presentation of Silver Good Citizenship Medal to

Chuck Atkinson by CASSAR Pres. James Fosdyck.
Presentation of 4 Eagle Scouts in Escondido

January
January
February 3, 2018

1st Saturday

February 18, 2018

3rd Sunday

February 19th

3rd Monday

Presentation of Quilt of Valor in Carlsbad, Calif.
by CASSAR Pres. James Fosdyck and wife
Presentation by Helen Murphy on Hewick Planation.
Massing of the Colors: Burbank Ca. Forest Lawn,
gather before 2 pm, paraded be gins at 3 PM

President’s Day at the American Heritage
Library and Museum- with Wayne Rogers presenting.
March 3rd, 2018

1st Saturday

John and Gerald Huegel father and son, both presented and
deal with contemporary revolutionary firearms
March 19

Monday, 6 PM

2 Eagle Scout presentations, father and son In Perris LDS Chape

--

March 23th

Friday 7 PM

March 24, 2018

Saturday, 6 PM

2 Eagle Scouts presentations in Perris LDS Chapel

5 Eagle Scout presentations in a Menifee Lakes LDS Chapel.
April 7, 2018

April 19, 2018- April 21,
2018
April 20, 2018

--

st

1 Saturday

Thursday - Saturday
Friday
(need to contact
earlier)

Bruce Plummer, Registrar with a Presentation on his
travels and genealogical investigations
143rd Annual Spring Meeting of the CASSAR Membership,
Concord Hilton Hotel, Concord, CA
JROTC. Vista HS, 1 Panther Way, football stadium
Wayne Rogers

May 4, 2018
May 3rd, 2018

May 5th 2018

Thursday
Need to contact earlier)
Thursday
Need to be contacted

El Camilo HS, 1700Truax theater
Oceanside HS 1700 Truax Theater

1st Saturday

CASSAR VP presenting Award for most number of New
Members by Small Chapber, while Wayne was Registrar.
A guest speaker, Sandy Jenkins performing “Storytelling
May 5

1st Saturday

*Wayne Rogers presenting
at Palm Springs Genealogical Society

--

May 28th, 2018

Memorial Day

*Wayne Rogers of eagle
chapter emceed at the Riverside National Cemeterym
on Memorial DAY

May 12th

2nd Saturday

June 2nd, 2018

1st Saturday

Eagle Scout Presentation in Menifee by Wayne Rogers

Presentation of r
Pala Mesa Resort by President John Juegel

July 4th

--

Temecula 4th of July Parade

Wayne Rogers and Jerry Sayre at the 4th of July Parade.
August

Program – David Ott will speak on the Boston Tea Party

September 1st

1st Saturday

Albert will report on General Galvez

OR

Wayne Rogers will report on Privateers
in the Revolutionary War

October 6th
November 3rd

1st Saturday

December 2nd

November – Randy Greer – “Marines of the American Revoluti

December 15th, 2018

Wayne Rogers will report on Artillery during the
Revolutionary War
Wreaths Across American -Riverside National Cemetery *

Coming in 2019
July 5, 2019

The 2019 Nationsl Congress at Orange County Hilton,
Costa Mesa California

* National Color Guard Event

Apr 19-21

143rd Annual Spring Meeting of the CASSAR @ Concord Hilton Hotel *

May 28

Memorial Day at Riverside National Cemetery

Dec 15th

9:00am Wreaths Across America – Riverside Nation Cemetery*

Revised Schedule by VP Programs Wayne Rogers

Miscellaneous:
Note: Friday June 1 st was National Donut Day in support of the Military

Again, This coming August. the Eagle AR Chapter Meeting presentation will
be made by our fellow compatriot and web master, David Ott who volunteered
to speak on the Boston Tea Party. Thanks David.
Cordially,
Wayne J. Rogers

--

